
VILLA GEBA - SPA BY TERRAKE

TERRAKE, a French beauty brand of ultimate well-being, has always been very 
close to nature in a holistic way. From sensory tonic massage to the latest pro-
fessional rejuvenation technologies or even through its care products, you will 

always find the best of nature and research in a TERRAKE treatment.

For the body, TERRAKE has created 4 universes inspired by the birth of the 
World in order to offer a complete experience of the benefits of nature thanks 
to the professional treatment protocols practiced in Spa.

BODY TREATMENT 

MAGICAL EARTH 

In an aerial mineral sensory universe, you will benefit from the force of the heat 
of the Earth to release all your tensions and find a completely relaxed body.

Deep Earth Basaltic Care

The body is subject to regular muscle tension. This treatment will 
act directly on the muscle nodes to restore a balance that is both 
soothing and deep detoxifying. Having a direct impact on nerve 
contractions, your body is quickly relaxed, you find an ideal muscu-
lar and nervous balance 

60MN
120 EUROS

OF AIR AND LIGHT 

Surrounded by a very slightly powdery, fresh and very airy olfactory senso-
riality, Air and Light is definitely the healthiest way to cut yourself off from the 
world and take time for yourself. Resolutely Cocooning, it gives you endless 
resources.

Ultimate Air Wellness Treatment

This particularly de-stressing treatment will offer you a total relaxa-
tion, by removing all forms of stress. It’s not uncommon to fall asleep 
during this moment of well-being.

90MN
180 EUROS

LUXURIANT PLANT LIFE

Vegetal Luxuriant, a purifying universe that will soften your skin in an une-
qualed way. Thanks to its specific detoxifying identity, the whole body is toned 
by acting on cell regeneration. Thus rid of impurities, the skin can be deeply 
hydrated.

Regenerating Anti-Aging Plant Scrub

A very effective anti-aging exfoliating treatment that will allow you 
to deeply regenerate the skin for a real radiance boost. The skin 
looks younger and smoother thanks to the movements specifically 
studied for cell regeneration.  

45MN
90 EUROS

HIGH TECHNOLOGY FACE TREATMENTS

Thanks to its Bipolar Radio-Frequency machine, combined with the latest high-
tech biomolecular care HTP-3 BLAST, Terraké offers its guests to benefit from 
a visible improvement technology for the face and décolleté, for anti-aging 
treatments, shapely face or to find “good looks” quickly, and much more.

Moisturizing Professional Care

When you have thirsty and dehydrated skin, fine lines start to sett-
le, and the skin feels tight. The Hydra Polarisance Super Hydra-
ting professional treatment protocol from Terraké not only offers 
a shock treatment for dehydrated skin, but completes it with ul-
tra-nourishing treatments reinforced with HTP-3 BLAST in order to 
obtain an ideal result. Coupled with the professional radiofrequen-
cy machine, the result is even more extreme and quickly allows you 
to regain regenerated, comfortable and intensely hydrated skin.  

50MN
115 EUROS

Professionalanti-Aging Care

Symbiotic Bio-Inductance Anti-Aging has a direct action on wrin-
kles, cell regeneration and sagging skin. The oval of the face is re-
drawn, wrinkles are reduced, the eye contour is visibly younger, the 
eyebrows are raised…

75MN
175 EUROS

Beauty Emergency Face Treatment

For those whose life rhythm leaves very little time, in just 35 minutes, 
find the essential beauty benefits of HTP-3 BLAST for quick results 
and enhanced radiance. Anti-wrinkle and anti-sagging, treatment of 
the eye area and raising of the eyebrows, it is the ideal treatment to 
refresh your face urgently when you are running out of time.

35MN
80 EUROS

EVERY DAY BEAUTY 

Hands beauty, manicure Nail polish  39 euros
Manicure permanent finish  56 euros
Foot beauty, Pedicure, Nail polish 42 euros
Pedicure permanent finish  62 euros

EPILATION

Eyebrows 9 euros
Half Leg  24 euros
Full leg 34 euros
Bikini 28 euros
Armpit 11 euros


